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RONDO
Design by Erik Jørgensen

Rondo:  The Rondo chair is a classic Danerka chair, with more 
than million units sold worldwide. Still 100% produced in 
Denmark the Rondo chair is among the essence of Danish 
furniture history. The Rondo family consists of the well know 
dining chair, barstools in two heights and a children’s version 
in different heights corresponding to different age groups.

Category: Stackable up 12 units.

Standard colour:

47 cm

46 cm

85 cm

Seat shell: 9 layers/1.2 mm PEFC-certified veneer

Foam:  60 kg/12mm CMHR  

Frame:  16 mm seamless steel tube  

Frame Standard: Chrome

Frame lacquered: White, black, yellow, red, blue or matt alu

Size:  Height: 83 cm 
Width: 51 cm 
Seat height: 46 cm 
Seat depth: 37 cm

 Available with armrest

 Varnished beech
 Varnished standard colours
 Varnished ash/cherry/maple/oak/walnut or  
 Stained beech
 Varnished elm, pine or wengé stained on ash
 Laminate

For more information please ask for pricelist
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RONDO KIDS
Design by Erik Jørgensen

32 cm

26 cm

56 cm

For more information please ask for pricelist

Rondo:  The Rondo chair is a classic Danerka chair, with more 
than million units sold worldwide. Still 100% produced in 
Denmark the Rondo chair is among the essence of Danish 
furniture history. The Rondo family consists of the well know 
dining chair, barstools in two heights and a children’s version 
in different heights corresponding to different age groups.

Category: Stackable up 12 units.

Standard colour:

Seat shell: 9 layers/1.2 mm PEFC-certified veneer

Foam:  60 kg/12mm CMHR  

Frame:  16 mm seamless steel tube  

Frame Standard: Chrome

Frame lacquered: White, black, yellow, red, blue or matt alu

Size:  Height: 58 cm 
Width: 32 cm 
Seat height: 26, 30, 34 cm 
Seat depth: 30 cm

 Varnished beech
 Varnished standard colours
 Varnished ash/cherry/maple/oak/walnut or  
 Stained beech
 Varnished elm, pine or wengé stained on ash
 Laminate


